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There are two ways in which the water may be stored ; either 
by throwing a dam right across the river and forming a great 
lake above it, or, if such a place can be found, by diverting the 
flood water into some suitable hollow, and drawing it off 
from there at the season of low supply, as done by 
Herodotus' celebrated Lake Mceris. At one time there was 
a hope that such a storage basim might be found. An 
American gentleman, named Mr. Cope Whitehouse, in search 
of the real Mceris, found a very remarkable saucer-shaped de
pression just south of the Fayum. We knew it coulrl not have 
been Mceris, because in its bed we found no traces of a deposit 
of Nilotic mud, but it might be possible all the same to utilise 
it. The place was very carefully surveyed, and the project was 
estimated ; but it was found that the cost of conveying the water 
into this basin would be so great that it was out of the question. 

Attention was then turned to the possible sites where a stone 
dam might be built right across the river. The southern 
boundary of Egypt just now is near Wady Haifa, the second 
cataract. It is no use going to look for sites south of this, for 
the country is in the hands of the Mahdi and his fierce dervish 
soldiers. North of this point, unquestionably the best site, 
perhaps the only possible site is where the Nile valley is 
traversed by a broad dyke of hard Syenite granite, in passing 
over which the river forms its first cataract just south of Assouan. 
It is here divided into several channels between rocky islancls, 
and no channel is deep, so that it would be easy to divert the 
water from one after another, to lay bare the bed of the river, 
and lay the foundations of the dam in the open air. It wants 
no engineer to understand what an advantage this is. 

And the great dam, mch as was designed by Mr. Willcocks, 
would have been a work worthy of the land of the Pyramid< and 
Karnak-a great wall of squared granite blocks-82 feet thick at 
base, of a maximum height of 115 feet, 1 t miles long, pierced 
by sluices large enough to allow of the whole Nile at highest 
flood rushing through. The lake formed would have been 120 
miles long. Would this not have been a work of some majesty 
to commemorate for ever the English rule in Egypt-a work 
one would have been proud to have had a hand in? But it was 
not to be. The Egyptian saw no objection to it. The money 
could have been found. But there was an insuperable obstaclt 
created when, on the Island of Phila!, about 250 B.c., Ptolemy 
II. built a temple to Isis, on the site of older buildings long 
disappeared. Round this temple other buildings clustered, 
built by Greeks and Romans. Those of you who have not seen 
them, are probably familiar from pictures with the group of 
venerable buildings standing amidst palm trees on the rocky 
island, and reflected in the waters below. 

Had Ptolemy only built his temple on the island of Elephan
tine, a few miles north, it would have been unaffected by the 
great dam, but Phila! is just to the south, or up-stream side 
of where the great dam must necessarily have come, and in 
consequence the island, with its temples, would be drowned for 
about six months every year. You probably remember the out· 
burst of rage and indignation which the announcement of this 
proposed desecration created in London last summer. It was 
not to be tolerated that England should commit such 
vandalism. In vain it was answered that the place belonged to 
Egypt, not to England-that the Egyptian, who was to gain so 
much by the dam, cared absolutely nothing ahout Ptolemy and 
his temples-that he was prepared to pay a large price for a 
great work to benefit his country. What business was it of 
England to forbid him? 

And it was not only the English who were indignant. 
For once, and only for once, I fear, since we occupied 
Egypt in 1882, was educated opinion in England and France at 
one. Both alike insisted that Philre should not be drowned. 
Nor must I admit had all the engineers that were interested in the 
question the full courage of their opinions. While they longed 
to build the dam, and lamented the perverse fate that had put 
Phila! there, still they wished to spare Phila!-and their voice 
has prevailed. The majestic structure has been cut down 27 
feet, and now will only be 88 feet high, and Phila! will stand 
henceforth in a lake, but will never be drowned. 

Personally I accept the situation, for I never believed that it 
would be sacrificed. But yet as an engineer, I must sigh over the 
lost opportunity for England of making such a splendid reservoir. 
And as a friend to Egypt, I sigh still more that the country will 
not have such a splendid supply of water as would enable 
Upper Egypt to have the full benefits now possessed by Lower 
Egypt, and Lower Egypt to expand and flourish. 
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The reduced scheme will, however, be a great boon to the 
country, and I trust will now be put in hand without delay. 

In 1884, when the expedition up the Nile was first being 
considered, I was asked by the General Officer command
ing in Egypt, whether I thought there was any possibility 
of the Mahdi diverting the river in the Souclan, and depriving 
Egypt of its water. The late Sir Samuel Baker was in CairQ< 
at the time, and I consulted him as to whether he knew of any 
place in the Nile valley where during flood the water 
spills off to the right or left, towards the Red Sea or the 
Libyan Desert. He said he was sure there was no such place,. 
and I then told the General it would he impossible for the
Mahcli to divert the Nile. I was sure that with his savages he 
would never dam up the low supply until its surface attained 
the height of flood supply, and if even then during flood there 
was no spill channel, Egypt was safe enough. 

But what the Mahdi could not do, a civilised people could do. 
A Government official has no business to talk politics, and the 
Royal Institution is no place for politics; but I may be allowed 
to point out an evident enough fact, that the civilised possessor 
of the Upper Nile valley holds Egypt in his grasp. 

At this moment the Italians are on the eastern edge nf that 
valley-a nation, I must say, who have been consistently m_ost 
friendly to us in Egypt. Supposing that they occupied• 
Khartoum, the first thing they would naturally and very properly 
do would be to spread the waters of the Low Nile over the 
Soudan; and no nation in Europe understands irrigation so 
well. And what then would become of Egypt's cotton crops? 
They could only be secured by a series of the most costly dams 
over the river, and the fate of Philre would surely be seale_d. 
But more than this: a civilised nation on the Upper Ntle 
would surely build regulating sluices across the outlet of the 
Victoria Nyanza, and control that great sea as Manchester 
controls Thirlemere. This would probably be an easy opera
tion. Once done, the Nile supply would be in their 
and if poor little Egypt had the bad luck to be at war with 
this people on the upper waters, they might flood them, or 
cut off their water supply at their pleasure. 

Is it not evident, then, that the Nile from the VictoriaNyanza 
to the should be under one rule? That time
is perhaps far off. I conclude what I have to say to
night, by giving you the assurance, and I challenge contra
diction, that at no time in the long history of Egypt under 
Pharaoh or Ptolemy, Roman or Arab, or Turk, have the· 
people of the country been so prosperous, or so JUStly ruled 
as during the last nine years. 

OBSERVATIONS OF SUN-SPOT SPECTRA. 1 

I. The Wz'dening of Iron Lines and of [J_nknown Lines in 
Relation to the .:oun-spot Penod. 

I T is now twenty-eight years I }hat the 
seen in sun-spots were subJect to wtdemng, and that dtf

ferent lines were widened at different times. 
It was not, however, till 1879 that I was enabled to c_om

meoce daily routine work of such a nature that all observatwns 
were comparable inter se. This was secured 
limiting attention to the twelve lines most widened between F 
and D. 

In 1886 3 I gave an account of some of the early results ob
tained by this research. I have recently the com· 
plete discussion of the whole sertes of observations to the 
present year. . 

This discussion, involving 21,000 lines dunng the 
period in question, has necessitated special researches: 
the first, dealing with the lines with which, contemporaneously, 
coincidences have been found in the laboratory ; the second, 
dealing with those the origin of which is so far ; 
the third, with the distribution of both sets of hnes m spots m 
relation to the sun-spot period. 

To make the work as definite as possible, I am, in the first 
instance, confining the inqmry concerning the known lines 
lines of iron based upon the examination of the pure electrolytic 
iron referred to in a previous communication. 

1 A Paper read at the Royal Society, by J. Norman Lockyer, C. B., 
F.R.S. 

2 •' Roy. Soc. Proc."vol. xv. p. 256. r866. 
3" Roy. Soc. Proc." vol. xi. p. 347· 
4 ''Roy. Soc. Proc:• vol. liv. p. 359· 
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The following statistics will show the relation of these iron 
lines to the Fraunhofer lines in the region F-D over which 
the spot work extends. In the table, "terrestrial lines" means 
lines which have been photographically recorded by myself or 
my assistants in the spectrum of some metal or another during 
the past twenty-four years; "unknown" means a line not so 
far traced by me in any metal with the exception of Cerium. 
This exception is necessitated by the fact that the spectrum of 
that metal contains practically as many lines as appear in the 
solar spectrum. The wave length map of Rowland's second 
series has been taken as a standard. 

In_ t?e present communication I confine myself to submitting 
provtstonal curves based upon a preliminary inquiry into the 
number of times the lines of both categories have been 
observed to be widened in spots. Some slight corrections will, 
doubtless, be ultimately required when a few uncertainties con
nected with some of the earlier ob>ervations, made before Row

m3:ps were available, have been cleared up. The 
htg?est of the curves represent the maximum frequency 
of hnes m one case and of unknown lines in the other. 

The period embraced by the observations practically enables 
us to study what has taken place at two successive sun-spot 
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minima and two maxima. It will be 
seen that the phenomena which followed 
the minimum of 1879 have been 
exactly reproduced after the minimum 
of 1890. At the minima the iron 
lines are prominent among the most 
widened lines ; at the maxima we only 
find lines about which nothing is 
known. Since the indicates 
that the iron lines involved, which ulti
mately disappear , are almost invari
ably those seen most prominent in the 
spark, the view put forward in my paper 
of r886 that the change observed is 
due to the dissociation of iron in the 
spots as a sun-spot maximum is ap· 
proached, is corroborated, and, so far, 
I have heard of no other simple and 
sufficient explanation. 

It will be noted that the maxima 
and minima of solar temperature thus 
revealed to if my hypothesis be con
firmed, lag behind the spot maxima 
and minima. This may explain the 
lag observed in those meteorological 
conditions, the secular changes in 
which have been held by Balfour 
Stewart, Broun, Meldrum, Blanford, 
Chambers, and to prove that 
the disturbances and changes in our 
own atmosphere are affected by those 
taking place in the atmosphere of 
the sun. 
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VARIATION IN ANIMALS 
AND PLANTS. 1 

I ' ,.,'==+--:-- -
'• I c-rl __ f I THE importance of variation as a 
,- · _ factor in organic evolution is not 

I . [ / L ! seriously disputed ; l>ut, if one may 
.........__ I I I I I judge from the expres,ions contained 
1 

, 1 -.... in recent essays, naturalists are not 
15 -(':;,..--

1 

agreed as to the manner in which 
o : ' :"-i-h / I variation among individuals is asso· 

10of-l , ;
1
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1 

--- ciated with specific modification. 
5of-----+l! ___ 1!.--- __t__l{ ,

1

,

1

._ ,l,__ The view originally put forward 
1 by Darwin and Wallace is that 

0 '---'-----'----'--'--'--.i.---'--'----'--'---'---''---'---"--'------' specific modifi cation is at least 
1800 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 generally a gradual process, result-

ing from "the accumulation of innumerable slight varia
tions, each good for the original possessor" ("Origin of 
Species," chap. xv.). This vi"w rests on the assumption that 
each of tbo•e small differences which are to be observed among 
a group of individuals belonging to the same species has 
generally some effect upon the chance of life. "Can we doubt 
(remembering that many more individuals are born than can 
possibly survive) that individuals having any advantage, how
ever slight, over others, would have the best chance of sur
viving and of procreating their kind?" ("Origin of Species," 
chap. iv. ). 

Fraunho fer I T errestrial 
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175 96 
228 92 
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Of late year>, another view has received support from various 
writers. An examination of any series of animals of the same 
species preserved in a museum shows in most cases a large 
majority of specimens which are ahke: . those 
individual differences, upon which stress 1s la1d by Darwm and 
by Wallace, are often so slight as to escape attention unless 
minute comparison is made between individual and individual. 

56oo-57oo .. 
57oo-s8oo . . 
s8oo-5895 ... ' 

149 
198 
208 

73 76 
48 ISO 
Jl 177 5 

D ·-------------
2004 752 1252 
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r A paper read at the Royal Society on February >8, by Prof. W . F. R. 
Weldo n, F .R.S. 
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